Along the Continental Shelf

'Training was taken along the continental shelf off Adelaide Land, and a course was then set to the west, where we investigated the unknown or uncharted portions of the Australian Quadrant of Antarctica. We left the former trip to the south of Australia at the threshold of which we left the continent...'

The Threshold of Mystery.

'Regarding the operations of the expedition, our plans will be remembered, we were to investigate the unknown or uncharted portions of the Australian Quadrant of Antarctica...'

Australia's Heritage.

'The results of our two years' work...show to the world the wealth of the Australian Quadrant of Antarctica...'

Bundled Out Neck and Crop.

'The year passed ever so slowly compared with the preceding, and the weather proved even more suitable for sledging excursions. No undertakings at a distance from the heated motor could be attempted...'

The Bunded Out Neck and Crop.

'Very striking were the positions, out of which the Australian expedition...'

Homecoming and Wireless.

'At the end of the journey, the following Melbourne and Hakeston Expedition were...'

Explanation by Dr. Mason.

'There has been considerable discussion lately among the expedition...'

Why Adelaide was Chosen.

'Will you kindly state, doctor, why the Australian expedition...'

Continuous Day.

'Can you explain why wireless messages...'

Wireless With Winds and Blizzards.

'Ve have been informed that the United States of the Commonwealth to thoroughly understand winds and wireless messages would be...'

Anxiety Over the Western Party.

'The party left by Capt. Davis as the base to carry on the scientific observations...'

The Achievements.

'The following particulars by the leader will be presented to the great advantage of the...'

Important Victories for Science.

'It was predicted when the Mason Expedition...'
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